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a b s t r a c t
There is much interest in studying animal personalities but considerable debate as to how to deﬁne and
evaluate them. We assessed the utility of one proposed framework while studying personality in terrestrial hermit crabs (Coenobita clypeatus). We recorded the latency of individuals to emerge from their shells
over multiple trials in four unique manipulations. We used the speciﬁc testing situations within these
manipulations to deﬁne two temperament categories (shyness-boldness and exploration-avoidance). Our
results identiﬁed individual behavioral consistency (i.e., personality) across repeated trials of the same
situations, within both categories. Additionally, we found correlations between behaviors across contexts (traits) that suggested that the crabs had behavioral syndromes. While we found some correlations
between behaviors that are supposed to measure the same temperament trait, these correlations were
not inevitable. Furthermore, a principal component analysis (PCA) of our data revealed new relationships
between behaviors and provided the foundation for an alternate interpretation: measured behaviors may
be situation-speciﬁc, and may not reﬂect general personality traits at all. These results suggest that more
attention must be placed on how we infer personalities from standardized methods, and that we must
be careful to not force our data to ﬁt our frameworks.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There is much interest in studying animal personalities yet there
is disagreement as to how they should be deﬁned and studied
(Dingemanse and Wolf, 2010; Dingemanse et al., 2010a; Groothuis
and Trillmich, 2011; Réale et al., 2010; Stamps and Groothuis, 2010;
Uher, 2011; Wolf and Weissing, 2010). In a broad sense, animal personality refers to the existence of consistent differences in behavior
between individuals (Réale et al., 2010) and the maintenance of
these individual differences both in varying situations and through
time (Dingemanse et al., 2010a). The presence of these consistent
individual differences can generate a behavioral syndrome, which
is seen when there are inter-individual correlations between consistent traits across contexts or time, or between distinct traits,
expressed at the population level (Dingemanse et al., 2010a; Réale
et al., 2010; Sih et al., 2004; Smith and Blumstein, 2008). But how are
these individual differences identiﬁed, classiﬁed, and connected?
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Given the great interest in quantifying personality, it is imperative that there is agreement on how personality is deﬁned. Words
commonly used to describe personality traits such as “boldness”
and “explorative” may be inconsistently used or deﬁned in inappropriate ways. Some studies have shown these traits to be correlated
in species/populations like the great tit (Drent et al., 2003; Van Oers
et al., 2003), while other studies (e.g., Yoshida et al., 2005; Wilson
and Godin, 2009) emphasized a more causal relationship between
the traits.
When boldness is deﬁned by response to novelty, researchers
may assume that bolder individuals will be more explorative and
vice versa. This idea has been applied in a variety of contexts,
for example, testing for boldness by exposing individuals to novel
objects (e.g., Wilson et al., 1993; Pronk et al., 2010) or by allowing individuals to emerge and explore in a novel open ﬁeld test
(e.g., Wilson et al., 1994; Brown and Braithwaite, 2004; Yoshida
et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2007). However, the terms are often used
inconsistently or interchangeably (Réale et al., 2007).
In studies where boldness is deﬁned as a willingness to take
risks and be exploratory, exploration tests are used to study
boldness. The data produced by these tests are referred to as
boldness measures. One such study in sunﬁsh concluded that
more-exploratory individuals were more willing to take risks;
however, this is redundant with the deﬁnition of boldness used
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(Wilson and Godin, 2009). There are other cases where terms are
inconsistently used (e.g., Dzieweczynski and Crovo, 2011). These
inconsistencies suggest that it is essential to ensure that researchers
consistently deﬁne personality dimensions from a set of observed
behaviors. While researchers should be free to design unique personality assays to observe behavioral responses, the manner in
which the behaviors are classiﬁed by trait categories should be
clear.
Réale et al. (2007) suggested a framework to classify personality
traits and methods for how these traits may be deﬁned. They suggested ﬁve distinct categories that were deﬁned by the situation
in which they were tested: (1) shyness-boldness, which refers to
reactions to risky but not new situations, (2) exploration-avoidance,
which refers to reactions to new situations that may or may not
be associated with risk, (3) activity, which refers to the level of
activity (in non-novel and non-risky situations) often quantiﬁed
as locomotion, (4) aggressiveness, which refers to the level of agonistic behavior to conspeciﬁcs, and (5) sociability, which refers to
reactions (excluding aggression) to the presence or absence of conspeciﬁcs.
Since Réale et al. (2007) initially proposed a consistent set of personality dimensions from a set of observed traits, there has been
further work using structural equation modeling by Dingemanse
et al. (2010b) that permits likely syndrome structures to be deﬁned
by testing the ﬁt of a proposed set of relationships between the
observed traits to empirical data. Nevertheless, Réale et al.’s (2007)
initial framework focuses on inferring traits from qualitatively similar or different observation methods rather than deﬁning their
relationships. Various trait categories such as the ﬁve suggested
by Réale et al. (2007) are used to formulate potential structural
equation models. Slight differences in behavior categorization or
variation in the testing situation of the measured behavior could
lead to different conclusions about the most probable behavioral
syndromes. Thus, appropriate testing conditions and categorization of behaviors become critical to properly identify syndrome
structure.
Various studies have used Réale et al.’s (2007) framework as
a guide to deﬁning animal personality traits (e.g., Archard and
Braithwaite, 2011; Eriksson et al., 2010) yet formal tests which
both apply and evaluate this methodology are largely lacking. We
studied personality and behavioral syndromes in a terrestrial invertebrate and simultaneously assessed the utility of Réale et al.’s
(2007) operational deﬁnitions of temperament traits. We focused
on two of the ﬁve traits: shyness-boldness (which involves reactions to situations of risk without any aspect of novelty) and
exploration-avoidance (which involves reactions to novel situations that may or may not be risky). Following Réale et al.’s (2007)
framework, we should expect that different methods to quantify
the same personality trait would be correlated; however, we should
not necessarily ﬁnd correlations between methods that purport to
examine different traits.
Aquatic hermit crabs (Pagurus bernhardus) have been used in
a variety of animal personality studies. For example, Briffa et al.
(2008) suggested individual consistency in the differences of startle
response of these crabs across two situations (presence and absence
of predator cues). A more recent study conducted by Briffa and
Twyman (2010) again suggested individual consistency in latencyto-emerge behavior in four situations (varying shell and substrate
colors).
We elected to study a terrestrial Caribbean hermit crab (Coenobita clypeatus) to evaluate Réale et al.’s (2007) framework. This
hermit crab’s behaviors are easily observable and quantiﬁable, but
this particular species has not yet been the subject of personality
studies. In general, and despite their abundance, concern for the
welfare of invertebrates is minimal (Carere et al., 2011). Studies
of invertebrate personality may better inform discussions about

invertebrate welfare (Mather and Anderson, 1993; Wemelsfelder
et al., 2001).
We quantiﬁed hermit crab behavior in four separate manipulations. Each manipulation included one or more situations that
were categorized according to their corresponding temperament
traits using Réale et al.’s (2007) deﬁnitions. We quantiﬁed the
latency-to-emerge in multiple novel situations; although such
tests are sometimes used to study boldness (as described above),
because of the novelty of each situation, each should quantify
exploration-avoidance. We expected to see individual consistency
over repeated trials in the same situation. We also expected to ﬁnd
substantial correlations between behaviors within the same temperament trait category, and, if there were syndromes, correlations
between behaviors in separate categories.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
Our subjects were 24 terrestrial hermit crabs that varied in
body mass (mean mass = 6.9 g ± 3.2 SD), shell length (2–5 cm), shell
density (2.1 ± 1.1 g/ml), and shell and body colors. Crabs were supplied by two commercial suppliers and were randomly assigned
to a home tank (6 crabs per 19 cm × 45 cm × 19.5 cm tank). A total
of 9 crabs died or exhibited signs of stress (e.g., limb loss) and
were gradually removed from the experimental pool between the
manipulations that were conducted over six weeks. The crabs were
shipped during the winter and despite a period of acclimatization
following their arrival, we suspect that some were cold-stressed
during shipping. We recognize this mortality may have been nonrandom. The unexpected loss of subjects also clearly reduced our
power. Ultimately, however, we focused on correlations between
measures and it is unlikely that this mortality systematically biased
our results. We did not account for crab age since we did not know,
with certainty, their age. However, we are not aware of any previous hermit crab study that has worked with known-age crabs
or has been able to use this as a factor or covariate in analysis.
Additionally, prior studies using aquatic hermit crab species found
individual differences in startle response to be independent of sex
and size (Briffa et al., 2008) so it is not unreasonable to consider our
results are independent of these factors as well. For identiﬁcation,
each crab was marked with a different color of non-toxic nail polish
painted on both the large claw and the shell.
2.2. Manipulations
Table 2 provides an outline of our basic experimental design.
All manipulations were performed in the laboratory and were
videotaped. Manipulations were performed in successive order
(i.e. inversion; open ﬁeld; visual predator; shock) to control for
individual crab experience level and examine within-manipulation
consistency. After completing an entire experimental phase for a
manipulation we waited between 4 and 14 days before initiating the
next one. Since subject order was changed for each trial within a
manipulation, each crab had approximately the same mean interval
of time between manipulations.
We measured a variety of behaviors and identiﬁed them according to their corresponding temperament traits (Table 1). The
behaviors latency-to-hide or latency-to-emerge were measured by:
inversion, placement in an open ﬁeld, exposure to an expanding
image of a raptor, and administering an electric shock.
To quantify exploration-avoidance, we timed the initial latencyto-emerge in situations conducted in novel environments: the
manual inversion was conducted on cloth; the open ﬁeld was
conducted in a wooden box; the visual predator demonstration
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Table 1
Measured behaviors categorized according to their temperament traits as deﬁned by Réale et al. (2007); see text for details.
Behavior measured

Temperament trait

Manual inversion: initial latency-to-emerge
Open ﬁeld: initial latency-to-emerge
Visual predator: initial latency-to-emerge (pre-stimulus)
Shock: initial latency-to-emerge (pre-shock)

Exploration-avoidance
Exploration-avoidance
Exploration-avoidance
Exploration-avoidance

Visual predator: initial latency-to-hide
Visual predator: initial latency-to-re-emerge (post-predator)
Visual predator: number of trials to habituate
Shock: initial latency-to-re-emerge (post-shock)

Shyness-boldness
Shyness-boldness
Shyness-boldness
Shyness-boldness

involved securing the crab in a novel clamp apparatus in a separate
sound-attenuating room; and the shock occurred in a novel chamber. According to Réale et al. (2007), each of these situations should
quantify the exploration-avoidance trait because the behavior was
measured in a new surrounding environment. To quantify shynessboldness (which reﬂects natural risk assessment), we measured
both the initial latency-to-hide and the initial latency-to-re-emerge
following the presentation of an expanding image of a raptor, as
well as determining the number of trials each individual received
until it habituated (no longer withdrew into its shell) to the raptor image. Additionally, we timed individual latency-to-re-emerge
from the shell following a shock-induced withdrawal response.
Réale et al.’s (2007) guidelines suggest that these situations should
measure shyness-boldness because behaviors were measured in
risky situations.
We ﬁrst quantiﬁed individual consistency within a situation
by measuring individual latencies-to-emerge for multiple trials of
the manual inversion, open ﬁeld, and shock manipulations and
then calculating an intra-class correlation coefﬁcient, a measure
of test–retest reliability (Uher, 2011). We expected to see variation
within the population, but also intra-individual consistency across
the trials, which would suggest personality. We also expected to see
correlations between within-trait behaviors, and possibly between
across-trait behaviors as well, which would suggest behavioral syndromes.

2.2.1. Manipulation 1: manual inversion
We followed Briffa et al.’s (2008) protocol to systematically
quantify hermit crab hiding behavior via manual inversion. Following this inversion, crabs were placed in a novel cloth and allowed
to emerge, which, according to Réale et al.’s (2007) classiﬁcation,
suggests that it quantiﬁed exploration-avoidance. It is important to
note, however, that a manual inversion may be similar to a natural
predatory experience and thus may involve some degree of risk.
We conducted this experiment on a desk surface in a large room
(3.7 m × 6.1 m × 2.4 m) under dim light. On day 1 in the morning
(starting at 08:30), each individual was manually lifted, ﬂipped, and
held in the inverted position for 10 s (see Briffa et al., 2008). This
caused the crab to withdraw into its shell and block the aperture

with the major claw. Subjects were then placed, aperture up, in the
folds of a novel soft washcloth to stabilize the shell and to avoid
excess jostling. The latency-to-emerge was measured starting from
when the crabs were placed in the washcloth until both pairs of
walking legs reappeared outside the aperture. We calculated the
time the crab took to emerge, and returned the crabs to their home
tanks. Six hours later on the same day starting at 14:30, we repeated
the procedure. On the following day, we repeated the inversion two
more times (with the same 6-h interval between trials) with subject
order reversed to balance any potential temporal effects.
2.2.2. Manipulation 2: open ﬁeld
Following Réale et al. (2007), we use the initial latency-toemerge as a measure of exploration-avoidance because the crabs
have been placed in a novel environment—the open ﬁeld.
We conducted this manipulation in the same large room
as in manipulation 1 (Section 2.2.1). An open top wood box
(1 m × 1 m × 0.14 m high walls), painted a uniform dark blue, was
used as the open ﬁeld. Each crab was subjected to four trials (1 trial
per day for 4 days) of the open ﬁeld manipulation, where the order
in which the crabs were tested was randomized each time. Each
trial was recorded with a web camera positioned directly above
the open ﬁeld.
For all trials, each hermit crab was inverted for 10 s to promote
withdrawal. The crab was then placed in the center of the open
ﬁeld, aperture facing down. The time from the placement of the
crab in the open ﬁeld to the time of emergence (when both pairs of
walking legs emerged) was measured and recorded.
2.2.3. Manipulation 3: simulated visual predator attack
Chan et al. (2010) found that a gradually expanding image of a
raptor with spread wings displayed on an LCD monitor successfully
caused hermit crabs to withdraw into their shells.
The initial latency-to-emerge before the crab experiences the
visual predator is best described as an exploration-avoidance trait
because the crab is behaving in a new situation (as described
below, it was clamped in front of a screen). The latency-to-hide
reﬂects boldness-shyness because it is a response to the threatening predator. The latency-to-re-emerge after the visual stimulus is

Table 2
An outline of the experimental design.
Manipulation

Number of trials

Measures observed (situations)

Number of times measure
was observed

Total number of measures
obtained

1: Manual inversion
2: Open ﬁeld

4
4

3: Visual predator

Equal to number of
trials to habituate

Latency-to-emerge
Latency-to-emerge
Latency-to-emerge
Latency-to-hide

Once per trial
Once per trial
Once
Once per trial

Latency-to-re-emerge (post predator)

Once per trial

Number of trials to habituate
Latency-to-emerge
Latency-to-re-emerge (post shock)

Once
Once per trial
Once per trial

4
4
1
1 less than number of trials
to habituate
1 less than number of trials
to habituate
1
2
2

4: Shock

2
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a response to a risky situation (because the crabs emerges following
a simulated predatory attack), and should reﬂect boldness-shyness.
Crabs may habituate to repeated exposure to the predatory stimulus (Rodriguez-Prieto et al., 2009; Stahlman et al., 2011) and stop
withdrawing into their shells. Although habituation is a learning
process, in this case it is based on the individuals’ risk assessment,
and thus, the number of trials to habituate reﬂects boldnessshyness.
We conducted this manipulation in a 2.5 m by 1.5 m soundattenuating room. Each crab was placed in a C-clamp attached to
a wood platform with its aperture facing upward and slightly forward. The clamp held the crab so that its shell touched the platform.
An LCD monitor that displayed the visual stimulus (as described
above) was placed directly in front of the clamp. The apparatus
and background were painted blue to ensure a homogeneous background. A web camera was placed 5 cm in front of the clamp, below
the LCD monitor, and a software program recorded crab emergence and hiding times as well as obtain the number of trials to
habituate.
The image of the raptor started as one pixel at the center/top of
the monitor. Over the next 17 s the raptor descended and enlarged
at a constant rate until it reached the bottom of the screen. Its maximum size was 30 cm (900 pixels wide). The time between the visual
stimulus appearing to when the hermit crab retracted into its shell
(latency-to-hide) was recorded by the detector. Each crab was subjected to repeated trials until the crab habituated (showed no hide
response upon predator presentation) to the visual stimulus. The
order of testing for individuals was randomized. We tested 4–6 different crabs per day over 4 days. The number of trials it took for each
individual to habituate was recorded. Note: because we recorded
one single habituation value per individual, it was impossible to
calculate repeatability.
2.2.4. Manipulation 4: electric shock
Hermit crabs have been observed to withdraw into their shells
in response to receiving an electrical shock (Appel and Elwood,
2009). We conducted this experiment (described below) in a
Skinner box. Since the initial latency-to-emerge in the Skinner
box was a response in a new environment, we classiﬁed this as
exploration-avoidance. The latency-to-re-emerge after the shock
was a behavior in response to the shock, which is a risk. Thus,
the latency-to-re-emerge was classiﬁed as a measure of boldnessshyness. Although a shock is a novel situation, latency-to-hide to
the shock would measure exploration-avoidance behavior, not the
latency-to-re-emerge.
Each subject received an electric shock (30 mA), which
caused subjects to withdrawal. The experiment took place in a
22.5 cm × 32 cm × 25 cm Skinner box (Med Associates Inc., model
#ENV-008). We designed a circuit in which the crab could receive
a shock only when it was emerged from its shell and never while it
was hiding. The circuit was created using standard electrical wire
between one metal rod from the ﬂoor of the chamber and the crab
by inserting the exposed leads of one end of the wire into the crab’s
shell, so that contact was maintained between the wire and the
body of the crab. Each crab was held in an elevated position (2 cm)
over a thin 6.5 cm × 13.5 cm metal plate using a C-clamp attached
to a wooden platform (19 cm × 18 cm) in the box. The metal plate
was secured to the wood platform by tape, and was also connected
via an alligator clip to a separate rod of the chamber ﬂoor because
contact with two separate rods in the Skinner box was required to
produce a shock. In this arrangement, contact between the crab and
the plate closed the circuit and was only achieved if the crab was
emerged. Each subject was dipped in a bath of 1% saltwater prior
to securing the wires. A few drops of salt water were also dripped
on the surface of the metal plate. The shell of the crab was dried
to ensure the wires could be securely fastened. After inserting the

wires, each crab was manually secured in the C-clamp, aperture
facing down. We were able to manually administer a shock to the
crab when it was in contact with the metal plate by charging the
rods of the Skinner box. All crabs immediately retracted into their
shells upon shock initiation. We timed the latency-to-re-emerge.
Each crab had one trial of the shock manipulation per day over
2 days. The order of testing for individuals was randomized each
day.

2.3. Statistical analysis
Because we found large intra-class correlation coefﬁcients
(see Section 3.1), we used each individual’s initial response
times to calculate correlations between situations and contexts.
Large correlation coefﬁcients (r) would indicate individual consistency between both situations and contexts. Based on the Réale
et al. (2007) terminology, we expected that the initial latencyto-emerge should be correlated across the manual inversion
manipulation, open ﬁeld manipulation, visual predator manipulation (pre-stimulus), and shock manipulation (pre-shock) since
we consider they all relate to the exploration-avoidance temperament trait. Additionally, we expected the initial latency-to-hide in
the visual predator attack, the initial latency-to-re-emerge (poststimulus), the number of trials to habituate to the predator, and
the initial latency-to-re-emerge (post-shock) to be correlated since
they all presumably relate to the shyness-boldness temperament
category. We looked for broader syndromes as evidenced by correlations of behaviors across different traits. In addition to identifying
pair-wise correlations, we performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on our data for the situations in the manipulations,
excluding the shock manipulation (for which there was insufﬁcient
data). We extracted the ﬁrst two principle components because
we expected that if different measures of the same situation were
correlated, that they would be load on a single component. Since
we were studying exploration and shyness, we expected to see
different situations loading uniquely on these two factors. We interpreted Varimax rotated component scores ≥|0.7| as loading on a
particular factor.

3. Results
3.1. Are behavioral responses repeatable?
Our measured traits were generally repeatable as measured
by their intra-class correlation coefﬁcient (rIC ) and they varied substantially among individuals. We found very high levels
of repeatability in both the manual inversion latency-to-emerge
(rIC = 0.859, p < 0.0001) and the open ﬁeld latency-to-emerge
(rIC = 0.891, p < 0.0001) across the 4 trials in each situation. We
found generally high repeatability in the initial latency-to-emerge
(pre-shock) (rIC = 0.632, p = 0.036), and the latency-to-emerge
post-shock (rIC = 0.587, p = 0.055) over the 2 trials of the shock
manipulation. We did not calculate repeatability in latencyto-emerge or latency-to-hide during the predator presentation
habituation trials because inter-individual variation in habituation
would render such comparisons uninterpretable. We recognize
that variation in habituation rate may inﬂuence repeatability. For
example, if inter-individual habituation rates were very different,
this alone could lead to inconsistencies in inter-individual behavior and therefore affect our conclusions about personality. For the
situations in which the intra-class correlation coefﬁcient was calculated, trials were conducted several hours apart to reduce the
likelihood that inter-individual differences would result simply
from habituation.
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Table 3
Correlations among the latency terrestrial hermit crabs took to emerge across situations and contexts. Note that the six correlations
above the horizontal line, as well as the six to the right of the vertical line, are expected to be signiﬁcant given that they were
correlations of measures within a temperamental category.

Manual
inversion:
initial
latency-toemerge (s)

Open field:
initial
latency-toemerge (s)
Visual
predator:
initial
latency-toemerge (prestimulus) (s)
Shock: initial
latency-toemerge (preshock) (s)
Visual
predator:
initial
latency-tohide (s)
Visual
predator:
initial
latency-to-reemerge (poststimulus) (s)
Visual
predator:
number of
trials to
habituate
Shock: initial
latency-to-reemerge (postshock) (s)

Open
field:
initial
latencytoemerge
(s)

Visual
predator:
initial
latency-toemerge
(prestimulus)
(s)

Shock:
initial
latency-toemerge
(preshock) (s)

Visual
predator:
initial
latencyto-hide (s)

Visual
predator:
initial
latency-tore-emerge
(poststimulus)
(s)

Visual
predator:
number of
trials to
habituate

r = 0.311
p = 0.139
n = 22
r = 0.033
p = 0.877
n = 18

r = 0.177
p = 0.586
n = 18

r = 0.278
p = 0.315
n = 15

r = 0.863
p < 0.001
n = 15

r = 0.041
p = 0.884
n = 15

r = -0.088
p = 0.681
n = 18

r = 0.139
p = 0.516
n = 18

r = 0.680
p < 0.001
n = 18

r = -0.484
p = 0.067
n = 15

r = -0.229
p = 0.283
n = 18

r = 0.485
p < 0.02
n = 18

r = 0.327
p = 0.119
n = 18

r = 0.737
p < 0.003
n = 15

r = 0.242
p = 0.255
n = 18

r = -0.118
p = 0.582
n = 18

r = 0.108
p = 0.616
n = 18

r = 0.482
p < 0.02
n = 18

r = 0.098
p = 0.727
n = 15

r = 0.390
p = 0.060
n = 18

r = 0.260
p = 0.219
n = 18

r = 0.037
p = 0.895
n = 15

r = 0.514
p = 0.050
n = 15

r = 0.043
p = 0.878
n = 15

r = 0.809
p < 0.001
n = 15

r = -0.547
p < 0.04
n = 15

r = 0.844
p < 0.001
n = 15

r = 0.143
p = 0.611
n = 15

Bolded values indicate signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients at p < 0.05.

3.2. Are behavioral responses correlated across situations and
contexts?
Many of our latency measures were correlated across situations and contexts (Table 3). We found one signiﬁcant correlation
between measures that belonged to the exploration-avoidance
temperament trait category. The initial latency-to-emerge in the
open ﬁeld was correlated to the initial latency-to-emerge in the
shock manipulation, pre-shock. We found two signiﬁcant correlations between measures that belonged to the shyness-boldness
temperament trait category. The initial latency-to-re-emerge postshock was correlated with both the initial latency-to-hide in the
visual predator manipulation and the initial latency-to-re-emerge
in the visual predator manipulation.
We also observed multiple correlations between measures
that were categorized according to different temperament traits
(Table 3). The open ﬁeld initial latency-to-emerge (explorationavoidance) was correlated with the initial latency-to-re-emerge
(post-stimulus) in the visual predator manipulation (shynessboldness). The visual predator manipulation initial latency-toemerge pre-stimulus (exploration-avoidance) was correlated with
both the visual predator initial latency-to-hide and the visual
predator number of trials to habituate (both shyness-boldness).

The initial latency-to-emerge in the shock manipulation, a measure
of exploration-avoidance, was correlated with two measures of
shyness-boldness: the visual predator latency-to-re-emerge (poststimulus) and the latency-to-re-emerge (post-shock).
From our correlation matrix, we found no substantial relationships between the initial latency-to-emerge in the manual
inversion and any other behaviors we quantiﬁed (Table 3).
Factor 1 of our PCA, included the visual predator initial latencyto-hide and visual predator number of trials to habituate (Table 4),

Table 4
Principal component analysis (PCA) of behaviors from three situations of
exploration-avoidance and three situations of shyness-boldness formed into two
factors.

Manual inversion initial latency-to-emerge
Open ﬁeld initial latency-to-emerge
Visual predator initial latency-to-emerge
Visual predator initial latency-to-hide
Visual predator initial latency-to-re-emerge
post predator
Visual predator number of trials to habituate

Factor 1

Factor 2

−0.223
0.096
0.868
0.869
0.345

0.890
0.833
0.110
−0.065
0.754

0.706

0.101

Bolded values indicate signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients at p < 0.05.
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which we expected since they both measure shyness-boldness.
Interestingly, we did not see a signiﬁcant correlation between these
behaviors in the pair-wise correlation coefﬁcients. Additionally,
visual predator initial latency-to-emerge was included on this factor, even though it supposedly measured exploration-avoidance, a
ﬁnding that was also seen by looking at the raw correlation matrix.
Factor 2 of our PCA analysis (Table 4), included the manual inversion initial latency-to-emerge and the open ﬁeld initial
latency-to-emerge, which we expected since they both measure exploration-avoidance. Interestingly, we did not see this
relationship in the pair-wise correlations (Table 3). Additionally,
visual predator initial latency-to-emerge post-predator was also
grouped with Factor 2. From Table 3, we saw that open ﬁeld
latency-to-emerge was correlated with visual predator initiallatency-to-re-emerge post-predator, but from PCA, we now see
there is a predictive relationship between all three.
4. Discussion
While there was substantial variation across subjects, individuals responded in consistent ways to the manual inversion
manipulation, the open ﬁeld manipulation, and the shock manipulation. These high levels of repeatability suggest that individual
terrestrial hermit crabs vary systematically both in the explorationavoidance and in the shyness-boldness traits.
Interestingly, we found certain correlations between measures
of different temperament traits although we did not detect correlations between all measures within the same temperament trait
(Table 3), and the complementary PCA analysis was generally in
agreement (Table 4).
4.1. Quantifying exploration-avoidance
While pair-wise correlations did not detect signiﬁcant correlations between the manual inversion and open ﬁeld latencyto-emerge, they were grouped together in the PCA. Thus, we
conclude that either of these situations would be sufﬁcient to study
exploration-avoidance. This is biologically relevant, because naturally falling or rolling crabs may ﬁnd themselves in a variety of
new locations in an inverted or non-inverted position. Thus, the
degree to which they explored their new environment should be
functionally correlated.
We also found signiﬁcant correlations between individual
latency-to-emerge in the open ﬁeld manipulation and preshock situation of the shock manipulation. We expected to
see these relationships since each quantiﬁed the explorationavoidance temperament trait. This suggests that measuring
initial latency-to-emerge after inversion, aperture downward in
an open ﬁeld or when secured in a clamp, all measure the
same trait—exploration-avoidance. Interestingly, the PCA grouped
visual predator latency-to-re-emerge (post predator) with these
measures, although we hypothesized it would measure shynessboldness.
Surprisingly, only the initial latency-to-emerge in the visual
predator manipulation was not correlated with any other
exploration-avoidance measure. Instead, according to our correlations and PCA, this trait is a better indicator of shyness-boldness.
4.2. Quantifying shyness-boldness
We found both correlational and PCA support for shynessboldness measures. According to the PCA, and as expected, visual
predator initial latency-to-hide and the number of trials to habituate were grouped in the same factor. Additionally, PCA grouped
visual predator initial latency-to-emerge with these two shynessboldness measures. It is possible that this situation is quite risky;

for example, if a predator wished to extract a crab from its shell, it
might secure the crab in such a way.
We found correlations between the latency-to-re-emerge postshock and both the latency-to-hide to the visual predator and
the latency-to-re-emerge after the visual predator stimulus which
we also expected since these behaviors quantify shyness-boldness
and relate to how crabs respond in risky situations. Interestingly, visual predator initial latency-to-re-emerge was also
correlated with three measures of exploration avoidance, and
PCA grouped this measure with the exploration-avoidance trait
measures.
4.3. How should temperaments be quantiﬁed?
Our ﬁndings show that some, but not all, measures suggested
by Réale et al. (2007) appropriately assess that which they were
suggested to measure. Their framework would have predicted signiﬁcant correlations among different situations that deﬁned the
same temperamental trait. Indeed, testing the same behavior that
falls into the same temperament trait, but using two different situations does not inevitably lead to substantial correlations or factor
scores. This poses a problem. If we had only tested initial latencyto-emerge in the open-ﬁeld manipulation, but not in the visual
predator manipulation, we might have made erroneous conclusions that the behaviors would be similar in both situations when
they were in reality very different. Additionally, our results suggest there are measures that are correlated both within and across
traits. It is possible that both novelty and risk are involved. Using
one of these more ambiguous measures could lead to improper conclusions when studying personality. The difﬁculty results from not
knowing whether a behavior correlates with both traits unless it
was compared to other measures of both traits, but in reality, many
studies use only one measure designated to represent each different trait. In such cases, only one representative measured behavior
per category may be used as the basis for very general conclusions
about personality or behavioral syndromes (e.g., Dingemanse et al.,
2002, 2007; Cote et al., 2010; Scales et al., 2011). Interestingly,
our study shows that these oversimpliﬁed studies may potentially
generate erroneous conclusions.
More sophisticated methods to identify behavioral syndromes
(e.g., structural equation modeling [SEM]), are potentially vulnerable to this error because models are generally based on the
relationships between general behavioral trait categories. If behaviors within the trait categories themselves are not necessarily
correlated, the use of different personality tests to measure behaviors that should belong to the same trait could lead to major
differences across studies. Differences in experimental design could
therefore generate behavioral syndrome variability across populations within species. Thus, until the appropriate assessments about
the validity of simpliﬁed studies are conducted, it seems prudent
to include more than a single testing situation for a particular
personality trait (e.g., Carere et al., 2005). Such potentially redundant testing will also ensure that the trait descriptions are highly
representative and may help identify higher-level syndromes. In
addition, this type of testing could allow for a more comprehensive
understanding of a particular personality trait as it may be unlikely
that one testing situation alone can precisely deﬁne that entire trait
category.
It is important to note that a re-analysis of the data in
Dingemanse et al. (2007) using structural equation models found
additional covariance between traits that suggests a syndrome
structure that was not initially observed (Dingemanse et al., 2010b).
If simply re-analyzing already existing data sets using SEM yields
different results, it may be worthwhile to also investigate how
re-categorizing behaviors within trait categories affects syndrome
structures when using promising methods like SEM.
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4.4. PCA reveals a new interpretation
We initially expected the top three variables in Table 4 to load
onto one factor indicating the exploration-avoidance trait, and the
bottom three variables to load onto a separate factor indicative
of the shyness-boldness trait. While four of the variables fell into
the predicted factors, two of them loaded onto the opposite factor
than predicted. This suggests that each factor indicates something
different than what we presumed.
Let us consider Factor 1. It showed high loading by visual
predator initial latency-to-emerge, visual predator latency-to-hide,
and visual predator number of trials to habituate. What is common among these three variables? While it seems that the initial
response to detecting the visual predator and the number of trials before behavioral habituation to the repeated presentation of
the predator are logically connected, the initial latency-to-emerge
in this setup also loads on this factor despite the visual predator having not yet appeared. Perhaps the action of being placed
into a restraining clamp activates the same behavior class as does
detecting an approaching predator. In fact, it may even simulate the
handling cues that would be present following being captured and
held by a predator. Thus, we might conclude that Factor 1 groups
behaviors related to predator detection, rather than a general personality trait like shyness-boldness.
While initial latencies-to-emerge in the manual inversion and
open ﬁeld manipulations load on Factor 2 as expected, initial
latency-to-emerge post-predator in the visual predator manipulation unexpectedly loads on this factor. One perspective suggests
that what these three variables share in common is a recent
encounter with a predator. For the ﬁrst two variables, the crabs
had recently been handled by a human experimenter; for the third
variable, the crabs had just encountered a visual predator. After a
period of time post-encounter, the hermit crab makes a behavioral
decision to investigate whether the predator is no longer present,
regardless of its new surroundings.
This reinterpretation based on relabeling the factors provides
an important lesson: the experimenter must be cautioned against
forcing measures into predeﬁned categories or labels. Animals may
perceive situations very differently from us, and thus respond
to them in different ways. Dingemanse et al. (2007) found that
stickleback behavior in response to the introduction of a perch
was correlated with stickleback behavior in a novel environment.
Although the researchers initially expected that the perch test
should be a test of boldness, the behaviors were concluded to be
individuals’ responses to the altered environment, not the predator.
While it remains possible that risk and/or novelty were involved
in each of our test situations, our results showed that there might
be more to correlations in behaviors than a general underlying
personality trait. Even though this classiﬁcation system simpliﬁes
personality studies, it is not ideal when results overlook real, complex relationships, and instead generate an artiﬁcial personality
structure. We must work harder to understand how animals, not
we, perceive different situations. Stamps and Groothuis (2010) suggested that rather than designing experiments to test behaviors
in speciﬁc categories and then looking for correlations, it would
be more practical to ﬁrst identify related behaviors and use them
to understand what aspects of personality development control
these behaviors. Doing this may enable us to better understand how
personality traits play a role in controlling behaviors, rather than
strictly deﬁne them. Exploratory analyses, such as those provided
by PCA, can be useful to check the validity of our measures and offer
alternative perspectives from which to view our data sets and the
sets of correlations among measures. Such alternative perspectives
can then lead to more in-depth investigations of the underlying
personality factors.
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In conclusion, a well-deﬁned taxonomy of temperamental traits
(Réale et al., 2007) may not always generate consistent results.
Indeed, tests designed to measure behaviors that indicate these
traits may actually reﬂect much more speciﬁc conditions. While
there have been suggestions that a more ‘ground-up’ approach
could be useful (Stamps and Groothuis, 2010), we lack direct comparisons of the two approaches. Developing a functional, universal
assessment approach which considers not only temperament traits
but also groups of related behaviors across those traits will be fundamental to future advances in the study of animal personality.
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